1. Statement of the problems. Let S be a tr-field 1 of subsets (measurable sets) of an abstract group G. What can be said about the structure of S if there is a unique measure defined on S and invariant under the group operation? What are the conditions for the uniqueness of an invariant measure? These are the problems studied in this note by means of a simple lemma.
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2. Definitions and results. DEFINITION 1. "Measure" means in this paper a non-negative, countably additive function of the set J£5 such that G is not of measure 0 and is the union of a sequence of measurable sets of finite measure. For any two measures m and n we denote by S m , n the cr-field of subsets of GXG, defined so as to allow the application of the generalized theorem of Fubini [l, p. 87]. 2 
DEFINITION 2. A measure m is called invariant if A £5, g£G implies gAÇiS and m(gA)-m(A)
.(3.1) f m(Ax~l)dn(x) « f n(y~lA C\ B)drn(y), (3.2) f m{x-U)dn{.x) -f n{.Ay- x f\ B)dm(y).
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Indeed, let H be the image of the set A XG by the transformation [(x, y)-^(y~1Xy y)] and fi(x, y) resp. ft{x, y) the characteristic functions of HC\BXG resp. HC\GXB.
Then the above relations result from the evaluation of the integrals of fi(x, y) resp. fz(x f y) over GXG by the generalized theorem of Fubini [2, p. 87].
Remark. The relations (3.1), (3.2) remain valid for the group operation x*y =*y-re. 4 So do the theorems 1 and 2, as they will be deduced from Lemma 1. .1) is positive. Therefore the integrand of the right side can not vanish identically, which is the assertion (a). If Z is substituted for A and G for B in (3.1), then both sides of (3.1) are zero, which implies the assertion (b). 
has, by Lemma 2(a), a positive upper bound M n +i. We define g n +i to be any element g in G with F n +i(g) > Mn+i/2 and put
Thus an infinite sequence of disjoint measurable subsets Ah of A and a corresponding sequence of elements g& of G has been defined by induction so that the sets g^Au-Bk are disjoint subsets of B. If eo oo
m(A -U A*)-m(B-U B h )
were positive, the function Finally, if Z is an arbitrary measurable set, it is the union of a sequence of disjoint sets Z t -, with n(Zi) < oo. By (5.1) and (5.3) we have n(Zi) =cm(Zi) hence n(Z) ~cm(Z), which was to be proved. If m and n are two invariant measures, which both satisfy the condition M 2 *, then AGS implies -4~1G5 (by (6.2*) and the fundamental assumption).
5 Then the functions of A, m*(A) =>ni(A~l), n*(A) -niA" 1 ) , are readily seen to be measures invariant under the group operation x*y = yx. As M 2 * is the condition M2 for this group operation, n* differs from m* only by a multiplicative constant. Therefore n differs from m by the same constant.
(6.
3) The above results can be extended to measures invariant under any transitive group G of transformations operating on a measure space M, by inducing either a measure structure in G or a group structure in M.
To do this one denotes by t% the transformation which sends a fixed element xo in M into x in M. Then the images t x {A} of the measurable subsets A of M by the mapping t x of M onto G form a <r-field, on which one defines a measure ix by the relation v(f.{A}) =w(^). 6 A group structure can be induced in M by putting either xy~t x y or xy = t y x.
